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Noise Certification Predictions for FJX-2-Powered Aircraft

Using Analytic Methods

Jeffrey J. Berton

Propulsion Systems Analysis Office
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center

Cleveland, Ohio

Williams International Co. is currently developing the 700-pound thrust class FJX-2 tur-
bofan engine for the General Aviation Propulsion Program's Turbine Engine Element. As
part of the 1996 NASA-Williams cooperative working agreement, NASA agreed to ana-

lytically calculate the noise certification levels of the FJX-2-powered V-Jet II test bed
aircraft. Although the V-Jet II is a demonstration aircraft that is unlikely to be produced

and certified, the noise results presented here may be considered to be representative of
the noise levels of small, general aviation jet aircraft that the FJX-2 would power. A sin-

gle engine variant of the V-Jet II, the V-Jet I concept airplane, is also considered. Re-

ported in this paper are the analytically predicted FJX-2/V-Jet noise levels appropriate for
Federal Aviation Regulation certification. Also reported are FJX-2/V-Jet noise levels

using noise metrics appropriate for the propeller-driven aircraft that will be its major
market competition, as well as a sensitivity analysis of the certification noise levels to

major system uncertainties.

Introduction

As part of the General Aviation Propul-
sion (GAP) Program, NASA has joined with the

general aviation industry and the Federal Avia-
tion Administration to address the propulsion

technology needs of future general aviation air-
craft. The GAP Program's Turbine Engine Ele-

ment is focusing on the development of a light-
weight, low cost, high bypass turbofan engine

for application to light general aviation aircraft
of six seats or less. Williams International Co.,

LLC, and its partners have teamed with NASA
to develop, manufacture, and flight demonstrate

the FJX-2: a 700-pound sea level static thrust
class turbofan engine capable of throttled cruise

speeds of greater than 300 knots. The FJX-2 will
be demonstrated on a twin-engine flying test bed

aircraft designed by Williams International and
developed and manufactured by Scaled Com-

posites, Inc. This aircraft, dubbed the V-Jet II
(see Figure 1), is a six-seat, 3800-pound gross

weight class airplane and is scheduled to be
demonstrated with FJX-2 engines at the EEA
AirVentnre 2000 Oshkosh air show. The V-Jet I

(see Figure 2), a single-engine variant of the

V-Jet II, is a concept aircraft used for program
advocacy purposes and is not intended for devel-

opment.

As part of their internal evaluation of
the FJX-2 engine, Williams International per-

formed their own analytical noise certification
calculations using the semi-empirical noise pre-
diction software described in Reference 1.

NASA's own semi-empirical noise prediction

software (Ref. 2) uses many of the same theo-
retical source noise prediction and propagation

models as those used by the Williams program.
However, an important revision has recently
been made to NASA's fan noise model which

applies to the case at hand. The original Heid-

mann fan noise prediction method (Ref. 3) was
calibrated to an acoustic database of large hard-

wall fans with flow rates up to 950 pounds per
second. This model is not very accurate in pre-

dicting the noise of small, modem geometry,
high bypass ratio fans, and it significantly over-

predicts the multiple pure tones that occur at
supersonic relative tip speeds. AlliedSignal Inc.,

using hardwall acoustic measurements of three
of their fans as a database, recalibrated the origi-

nal Heidmann theory to be accurate in predicting
the noise of smaller fans (Ref. 4). This model

has been programmed into the current NASA
noise prediction methods and is considered to be
accurate for fan sizes with flow rates from 100 to
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220potmdspersecond.Althoughthesmall
FJX-2'sfanflowratesarelowerstill, thiscode
upgraderepresentsthebestcurrentlyavailable
analytictoolforsmallhardwallfannoisepredic-
tionandit providesa compellingreasonto re-
evaluateWilliams'originalnoisecertification
study. Therefore,underthe1996cooperative
workingagreementwith Williams,NASA
agreedtoanalyticallycalculatethenoisecertifi-
cationlevelsof theFJX-2-poweredV-JetII and
conceptualV-JetI aircraftusingthenewfan
method.Although the V-Jet II is a demonstra-

tion aircraft that is unlikely to be produced and
certified, the noise results presented here may be
considered to be representative of the noise lev-

els of small, general aviation jet aircraft that the
FJX-2 would power. Better certification noise

predictions will be possible later by using actual
noise levels measured from FJX-2 acoustic tests

to be made in 1999.

Reported in this paper are the analyti-

cally predicted FJX-2/V-Jet noise levels appro-
priate for Federal Aviation Regulation certifica-
tion. Also reported are FJX-2/V-Jet noise levels

using noise metrics appropriate for the propeller-
driven aircraft that will be its major market com-

petition, as well as a sensitivity analysis of the
certification noise levels to major system uncer-
tainties.

Method of Analysis

Detailed takeoff trajectories were cal-

culated by Williams for the V-Jets using engine
performance data, aircraft physical characteris-

tics, and low speed aerodynamics using the
methods described in References 5 and 6. The

V-Jet altitude and speed trajectories are shown in
Figures 3 and 4, respectively. The arrangement
of the Effective Perceived Noise Level (EPNL)

measurement points used in Part 36 certification

is shown in Figure 5. No throttle derate was
assumed from brake release through the final

segment climb. The sideline observer therefore
is subject to the noise produced by maximum

takeoff rated power. And although regulations
allow a noise abatement throttle cutback under

Part 36 above the community observer, no such
cutback was performed, and the community ob-

server is subject to maximum takeoff power en-
gine noise as well. Williams also calculated an

approach power setting based on predicted ap-
proach aerodynamics, aircraft weight, and a

standard three degree glide slope. A threshold

distance of 956 feet is assumed in these calcula-

tions, giving an aircraft on a three degree slope
an altitude of 394 feet as it passes over the ap-

proach observer.

Williams also provided the necessary
thermodynamic and aeromechanical engine per-
formance data of the FJX-2 based on their late

1997 analytic cycle predictions. Because of their

proprietary nature, the data are not reproduced
here.

The noise of each emitting source was
calculated on the basis of one-third octave band

sotmd pressure levels ranging from center fre-

quencies of 50 to 10000 Hz and summed at the
aircraft as a point source (Ref. 2). The aircraft

source was analytically "flown" through its tra-
jectory and spectra were calculated at half-
second intervals. The individual source noise

calculation procedures used were the Allied-

Signal small fan hardwall noise model (Ref. 4),
the Stone coannular jet noise model (Ref. 7), the

Emmerling core noise model (Ref. 8), and the
Fink airframe noise model (Ref. 9). Turbine

source noise was not calculated in this study be-
cause the existing NASA methods are known to

be significantly inaccurate in both absolute level
and in spectral distribution (Ref. 10). Thank-

fully, turbine noise is likely to be dominated by
other engine noise sources (Ref. 11), and its

omission from this study may not be a bad as-
sumption.

Noise propagation effects considered

include spherical spreading, Doppler shift, at-
mospheric attenuation (Ref. 12), ground reflec-

tions (Ref. 13) based on data for grass-covered
grotmd (Ref. 14), and extra grotmd attenuation

(Ref. 15).

Results and Discussion

Fan Noise Model Benchmarking

Although the AlliedSignal small fan
noise model had been validated and verified with

respect to the fans used in its development, a
system noise prediction applying this model to

small jet aircraft had not been performed by
NASA using its in-house methods. For this rea-

son, the new fan model was used first to analyti-
cally predict the certification noise of an existing

small jet aircraft and compare it to its measured,
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publishednoisecertificationdata.TheCessna
525CitationJet,equippedwith twinWilliams
InternationalFJ44-1Aturbofanengines,was
chosenforthisbenchmarkingexercise.Of the
threecertificationEPNLs,thesidelineEPNLis
theleastdependentontheaircraft'sperformance.
SincedetailedtrajectorydatafromtheCitation-
Jet certificationtestswerenot immediately
available,thesidelinenoiseconditionwascho-
senas the noisemetricmostappropriateto
match.Unlikethe communityand approach
EPNLs,whicharehighlydependentonaircraft
altitudeandenginethrottlesetting,thesideline
EPNLisdominatedbymaximumtakeoffpower
enginesourcenoiseat an altitudeat which
groundattenuationbeginstovanish.Andsince
thesidelineEPNLis definedasthemaximum
EPNLalongtheentiresidelinereference,the
actualaircrafttrajectorybecomesmuchless
criticaltoanalyticallymodelwithprecision.The
remainingaircraft-dependentvariablesof im-
portanceinpredictingthesidelineEPNLarethe
aircraftorientationandvelocity,whichaffect
sourcenoisedirectivity,forwardjet effects,fan
noiseflightcleanupeffects,Dopplereffects,and
theEPNLdurationcomponent.If reasonable
valuescanbechosenforaircraftorientationand
velocity,thepredictedsidelineEPNLcanbea
goodmetricto usefor comparisonto actual
sidelinecertificationdata.

Asin thecaseof the FJX-2, Williams

provided appropriate thermodynamic and aero-

mechanical FJ44 cycle data to use in predicting
engine source noise. The source noise levels of

the twin FJ44s were calculated and "flown" past
an array of sideline observers at 125 knots, and

at flight path and attack angles of six and seven
degrees, respectively. The calculated and meas-
ured certification sideline noise levels are shown

in Table 1.

Predicted Measured

EPNL (EPNdB) 85.5 83.7
Peak dBA 71.6 71.4

Table 1 : CitationJet/FJ44 Sideline Noise Levels

Although not used as a certification

parameter for jet transport aircraft, the FAA also
measures peak A-weighted sound pressure levels
during certification testing. This result compares

even more favorably than the EPNL because the
dBA metric is simpler, without additional, com-

plicating, tone and duration components. Based

on this benchmarking study, the accuracy of the
new fan noise model was considered acceptable
for use in this preliminary study.

V-Jet/FJX-2 Certification Noise

Using the methods described above, the

source noise spectra of each component were
calculated at the maximum takeoff power side-

line condition. Lossless, freefield spectra at con-
stant radii from a single FJX-2 engine source

were calculated for various yaw angles relative
to the inlet zero angle reference. Spectra for the

fore engine quadrant at 50 ° are shown in Figure

6. Shown in the figure are data calculated for the
V-Jet I sideline condition at an altitude of 1000

feet and an airspeed of 135 knots. Data for the
V-Jet II sideline condition at an altitude of 1000

feet and an airspeed of 170 knots are very similar
and are not shown. Also shown in Figure 6 is

the zero roll (horizontal) airframe noise spec-
trnm, calculated for the V-Jet I geometry with

gear and flaps extended at 135 knots. Fan inlet
noise dominates at this angle. Note that the dis-

crete fan tones at the higher-order harmonics are
not even audible at this power setting, and, at the

relatively high blade passing frequency of nearly
7000 Hz, even the fundamental interaction tone

may be significantly attenuated by the atmos-
phere. With a relative tip Mach number of 1.2,

some multiple pure tones are predicted by the fan
inlet noise model at multiple fractions of the

blade passing frequency. At these low levels,
however, the pure tones do not significantly
contribute to the EPNL.

Spectra for the aft engine quadrant at

140 ° are shown in Figure 7 for the V-Jet I side-
line condition. Fan discharge and broadband jet

noise dominate at this angle. The V-Jet II side-
line aft spectra are similar and are not shown.

Shown in Figure 8 are the sideline Per-

ceived Noise Levels (PNLTs) of the V-Jet I as a
function of yaw angle from the inlet. The PNLT

noise metric is calculated as a weighted summa-
tion of the spectral sound pressure levels with an

additional tone component penalty. V-Jet II
sideline PNLTs are similar and are not shown.

The PNLT traces for several V-Jet I

sideline observers are shown in Figure 9. Propa-
gation effects were considered for these calcula-

tions. EPNLs were computed from these traces.
The maximum EPNL (in this case, for a sideline

NASA/TM--1999-208908 3



observerat a distanceof 4500feetfrombrake
release)is thesidelinecertificationEPNL.Al-
thoughthenoisedatashownin thefigurespan
nearly40PNdB,theregulationsdescribedin
Reference6permitnoisedatawithin10PNdBof
themaximumPNLTto beusedforEPNLcal-
culations.TheV-JetII tracesaresimilarandare
notshown.

Losslessforespectra,aft spectra,and
PNLTlevelsfortheV-JetI communityconfigu-
rationareshownin Figures10,11,and12,re-
spectively.Showninthefiguresaredataatfixed
radiicalculatedfor theV-JetI communitycon-
ditionatanaltitudeof2000feetandanairspeed
of 135knots.DatafortheV-JetII community
conditionatanaltitudeof 3100feetandanair-
speedof 170knotsareverysimilarandarenot
shown.Indeed,sincethecommunitycondition
throttlesettingis at full power,its spectraare
nearlyidenticaltothespectraatthesidelinecon-
dition.ShowninFigure13is theV-JetI PNLT
traceforthecommunityobserver.Thecommu-
nityEPNLcalculationmethodis similarto that
at thesideline,exceptthatthegeometryand
propagationcalculationsdiffer,andtheairframe
noiseisreducedduetotheretractionofthegear
andflaps.TheregulationsofReference6permit
a throttlereductionmaneuverata minimumal-
titudeof 984feetforanaircrafthavinglessthan
threeengines.A throttlecutbacktoa levelthat
wouldmaintainaminimumfourpercentaircraft
climbgradientwouldfurtherreducethesecom-
munitynoiselevels.

Losslessforespectra,aft spectra,and
PNLTlevelsfortheV-JetI approachconfigura-
tionareshowninFigures14,15,and16,respec-
tively. Shownin thefiguresaredataat fixed
radiicalculatedfor theV-JetI approachcondi-
tionatanaltitudeof400feetandanairspeedof
70knots.DatafortheV-JetII approachcondi-
tionatanaltitudeof400feetandanairspeedof
85knotsareverysimilarandarenotshown.
Theeffectsof thereducedthrottlesettingused
for approachareapparent.Withrelativetip
speedsnowsubsonic,themultiplepuretonesare
gone.Indeed,thetipspeedsaresolow,thefun-
damentalis clearlycutoff andthetoneat the
secondharmonicis barelyvisible. Thefan
spectraaredominatedbybroadbandnoise.Core
andairframenoiseareno longerinsignificant
contributorsto theoverallnoisesignature.In
fact,sincethecorenoisemodelusedhereis
basedonacousticdatameasuredfromrelatively
largecombustors,theapproachcorenoiseforthe

smallFJX-2combustorcalculatedheremaybe
overpredicted.ShowninFigure17is theV-JetI
PNLTtracefortheapproachobserver.

Shownin Tables2 and3 arethepre-
dictedEPNLsfortheV-Jetaircraft.Themaxi-
mumallowableEPNLsforstage3jet transports
withgrossweightsunder77200poundsarealso
shown.

The noiselevel of eachindividual
sourcecomponentis shown.Theywerecalcu-
latedsimplybyrunningeachsourcemodelsepa-
ratelysothattheirrelativemagnitudesmaybe
compared.Notethattherelativeproportionsof
eachnoisesourceshownin thetablesmaynot
intuitivelymatchwiththerelativeproportionsof
thePNLTnoisesourcesshowninFigures8, 12,
and16.ThisisduetoEPNLtrajectorydepend-
enciesandpropagationeffects,whichalterthe
characteristicsof the spectra.Notethat the
communityEPNLof theV-JetII is actually
lowerthanthatof theV-JetI dueto differences
inflyoveraltitudes.AlthoughtheV-JetII'stwin
enginesproducemoresourcenoise,theV-JetII
climbsmuchmorerapidlythantheV-JetI and
hasalowercommunityEPNL.Atallthreecon-
ditions,theV-Jetsaresignificantlyquieterthan
regulationspermit.Incertificationparlance,the
V-JetI andII arearemarkable66and64cumu-
lativeEPNdBunderthestage3rule!

SidelineCommunityApproach
Fan 62.1 63.5 62.8
Jet 71.5 70.9 42.6
Core 65.1 65.7 64.0
Airframe 41.1 54.2 39.3
Total 73.5 73.6 67.9
Rule 94.0 89.0 98.0
Variance -20.5 -15.4 -30.1

Table2: EPNLPredictionsfortheV-JetI

SidelineCommunityApproach
Fan 65.3 59.2 65.9
Jet 72.0 68.8 48.3
Core 67.6 64.6 66.5
Airframe 46.5 55.6 39.3
Total 74.9 71.5 70.7
Rule 94.0 89.0 98.0
Variance -19.1 -17.5 -27.3

Table3: EPNLPredictionsfortheV-JetII
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Level Flyover Noise Predictions

Jet transport and small propeller-driven

aircraft are subject to different noise regulations
under Part 36. The noise metrics used are differ-

ent as well, with EPNLs used for jet aircraft cer-
tification and peak A-weighted sound pressure

levels used for small propeller aircraft certifica-

tion. The spectral noise signatures of jet and
propeller aircraft are also significantly different.

Nevertheless, although they would not be subject
to the noise regulations of propeller general

aviation aircraft, any FJX-2-driven airplane
would be competing with exactly that aviation
market segment. For this reason, noise certifica-

tion analyses that are commensurate with small
propeller aircraft regulations were performed for
the V-Jet I and II.

Some discussion of the noise certifica-

tion regulations of Reference 6 is necessary to
explain the approach used in this study. For

general aviation propeller-driven airplanes certi-
fied prior to 1988, level flyover tests over a mi-

crophone were required to satisfy Part 36, Ap-
pendix F, of the Federal Aviation Regulations.
The flyovers were conducted at the highest

throttle setting of the normal engine operating
range, in a cruise configuration, at a steady

speed, and at a constant altitude of 1000 feet.
The peak A-weighted sound pressure level limit

varies with maximum airplane gross weight,
beginning with 68 dBA for gross weights to

1320 pounds, and increases at 1 dBA per 165
pounds to a maximum, constant, 80 dBA limit at

3300 pounds and more.

For aircraft certifying since 1988 under
Part 36 Appendix G, a bona fide takeoff proce-

dure is used. A microphone is placed at 8200
feet from the point of brake release and peak A-

weighted sound pressure levels are measured as
the airplane flies overhead at whatever altitude it

can achieve. Unlike the earlier regulation, which
is mostly dependent on engine and propeller

noise, the current regulation is very dependent
upon the airplane's thrust, weight, aerodynamics,

and takeoff procedures that determine its flyover
altitude.

Since the V-Jet II is only intended to be

a demonstration airplane, its weight and aerody-
namics may not be exactly representative of the

weights and aerodynamics of the actual certifi-
able airplanes that the FJX-2 will eventually

power. Therefore, a level flyover, pre-1988,

Appendix F regulation analysis, which is a better

engine noise certifying regulation, is used in this
study.

A flyover noise analysis was performed

for the V-Jets, this time calculating peak A-
weighted sound pressure levels rather than
EPNLs. Shown in Tables 4 and 5 are the meas-

ured peak noise levels of selected single- and

twin-engine small aircraft, the predicted peak
noise levels of the V-Jets, and the maximum

allowable peak noise level specified under the
Part 36 noise rule.

Beech Bonanza F33A

Level Rule

78.3 80.0

Beech Bonanza A36 78.8 80.0

V-JetI 68.6 77.6

Table 4: Peak A-Weighted Noise - Singles

Level Rule

Beech Baron 58 82.0 80.0

V-Jet II 71.9 80.0

Table 5: Peak A-Weighted Noise - Twins

The noise levels shown for the existing
airplanes is the actual measured peak sound be-

fore the rate of climb adjustment credit allowed
under Appendix F is taken, and may not be the

final reported certification noise level. The

Baron 58, for example, had a climb rate credit of
3.1 dBA, which brought the airplane under the

80 dBA limit rule and allowed it to certify.

The Beech F33A uses a Teledyne Con-
tinental IO-520-BB engine, a McCauley 80-inch,
three-bladed propeller, and has a gross weight of

3400 pounds. The Beech A36 uses a Teledyne
Continental IO-520-B engine, a McCauley 80-

inch, three-bladed propeller, and has a gross
weight of 3600 pounds. The V-Jet I is assumed

to have a gross weight of 2900 pounds.

The Beech Baron 58 uses twin Tele-

dyne Continental IO-550-Cs, Hartzell 78-inch, 2-
bladed propellers, and has a gross weight of
5400 pounds. The V-Jet II is assumed to have a

gross weight of 3600 pounds.

The results shown above indicate that

FJX-2-powered aircraft will be about 10 dBA

quieter than the selected comparable propeller

NASA/TM--1999-208908 5



aircraftlisted.Thisroughlytranslatesto one-
halfthenoiseof thelistedaircraftusingaper-
ception-basedstandard.TheFJX-2faresvery
wellusingthisnoisemetric.

Sensitivity Studies

Several noise sensitivity studies were
performed for variable effects that can change

the certification EPNLs. Shown in Figure 18 is
the influence of the change in flyover altitude on

the V-Jet community EPNLs. This is one of the
most significant sensitivities calculated, since
aircraft weight, aerodynamics, and takeoff pro-

cedures are all important in determining the
community flyover altitude.

Another significant aircraft-dependent

effect is the throttle setting required to maintain a

three degree approach glide slope. Shown in
Figure 19 is the effect of approach thrust, meas-

ured as a function of the low spool shaft speed,
on the V-Jet approach EPNLs.

A sensitivity that may affect the com-
munity and approach centerline observer EPNLs

is the amount of fuselage and tail shielding of
fan inlet noise that occurs due to the single en-

gine mounting location on the V-Jet I. This sen-
sitivity is calculated using a simple suppression

level applied to the fan inlet results. No Fresnel
source diffraction calculations are made. Shown

in Figure 20 are the community and approach
EPNLs of the V-Jet I with varying amounts of

fan inlet noise shielding.

Another sensitivity study performed
were calculations for the amount of fan inlet and

fan discharge noise suppression that may be ex-
pected if acoustic lining material were added to

the fan inlet and exhaust ducts. The suppression
model used in these calculations is described in

Reference 16. Shown in Figure 21 is the change
in certification EPNL of the V-Jet I calculated

for various amounts of liner material. This sup-
pression model does not predict the noise reduc-

tion of multiple pure tones. But, since acoustic
lining is somewhat effective at suppressing these
tones, calculations were made where the tones

were neglected, thus providing a lower bound for

this sensitivity. Since the FJX-2 is already ex-
traordinarily quiet, and since the suppression

benefit seems small, it appears that the addition
of acoustic lining material is unnecessary to re-

duce certification noise. Some inlet lining, how-

ever, may prove to be necessary if multiple pure

tones are annoying to cabin occupants.

The final sensitivity study performed
was the influence of engine size on the V-Jet II

EPNLs. If future engine component testing
demonstrates performance levels different than

current Williams analytical studies indicate, the
final size of the FJX-2 may change in order to

maintain the thrust levels necessary for a 700-
pound thrust class engine. Flow rates and engine

dimensions only were changed. Spool speeds
were modified to maintain constant fan tip

speeds. The influence of engine size on the
V-Jet II EPNLs as a function of relative engine

airflow is shown in Figure 22.

Conclusions

The analytical results of this study indi-

cate that future certifiable small production air-
craft powered by Williams International FJX-2

engines may be expected to be extraordinarily
quiet. The predicted certification EPNLs of the

FJX-2-powered V-Jet I and V-Jet II concept and
demonstration aircraft are a remarkable 66 and

64 cumulative EPNdB under the Part 36 stage 3
rule. This confirms the expectations of industry
and NASA.

A comparison of the V-Jets to several
small, propeller-driven, general aviation aircraft

was made for rough noise market competition
comparisons. Using pre-1988 flyover certifica-
tion noise level metrics for these aircraft, the

V-Jets were predicted to be approximately 10

dBA quieter than the selected comparable com-
peting aircraft.

The sensitivity calculations performed

in this study may be used to roughly estimate the
effects of several aircraft-dependent system un-

certainties on the predicted certification noise
levels. The results of one of these studies indi-

cate that minimal suppression levels may be ex-
pected from fan duct acoustic lining. Lining
material for the FJX-2 turbofan is not recom-

mended unless multiple pure tone suppression is

necessary for the comfort of cabin occupants.
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Figure 1 : V-Jet II General Arrangement

Figure 2: V-Jet I General Arrangement
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